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Abstract

Leptons, quarks and gauge bosons are assumed to be pointlike particles in the

Standard Model. Stringent bounds on the radii of quarks and leptons and their

weak anomalous magnetic moments can be derived from the high{precision mea-

surements at LEP and SLC. We �nd a model{independent bound of R <
�

10�17cm

for quark and lepton radii. HERA will provide complementary information on

the electromagnetic static properties of the quarks and the parameters of the

charged quark currents.



1. Introduction

The Standard Model has proven so tremendously sucessful that any studies of the terra

incognita beyond are highly speculative. However, the Higgs sector allows conclusions on
possible boundaries of the model. If the Higgs mass is light, the model can be extrapolated
to energy scales of the order of the Planck mass, yet likely demanding a supersymmetric
extension in the TeV range. Also, if the Higgs mass is heavy, new physical phenomena
may emerge at energy scales in the TeV range.

The fundamental particles { leptons and quarks, gauge and Higgs bosons { are as-
sumed to be pointlike in the Standard Model. Possible substructures as well as any new
interactions at high energies would manifest themselves as non{zero radii and anomalous
moments of these particles.

Deep{inelastic scattering of electrons on protons is one of the classical tools to probe
the static parameters of quarks [1]. This method was based originally on the assumption
that the photon is elementary and that electrons can be treated e�ectively as point-
like particles down to distances of order 10�17cm. Supporting evidence for this assump-
tion follows from the high{precision measurements of the magnetic dipole moment of
the electron [2]. If non{standard contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment,
�(g � 2)e <� 10�10, scale linearly with the fermion mass, the electron radius is bound
to Re

<� 2 � 10�21cm. However, if �(g � 2)e depends quadratically on the fermion mass
the bound is weakened to Re

<� 3 � 10�16cm and non{pointlike substructures of the elec-
trons have to be taken into account eventually when deep{inelastic scattering data are
evaluated. The quadratic mass dependence is a natural consequence of chiral symmetry
[3] which could keep the fermion masses much smaller than the energy scale R�1 of the
substructure and could allow for non-zero axial couplings for small R [4]. The radius of
the muon is smaller by an order of magnitude in this scenario.

Complementary information can be extracted from e+e� annihilation into fermion
pairs, in particular on the Z resonance. While the assumption of elementary photons
may be considered quite natural, the analogous assumption for the massive Z boson is
less obvious; note, however, that magnetic and quadrupole moments of a composite spin-
one system have been shown [5] to approach the standard-model values in the zero-radius
limit. Possible deviations of the Z �FF vertex from the pointlike form may therefore be
attributed to substructures either of the quarks or of the Z boson. However, barring
unnatural cancellations, bounds derived from the data will apply approximately to both
species of particles at the same time.

Setting bounds on anomalous values of the electroweak static parameters provides
an alternative method to the analysis of contact interactions in ee, eq and qq elastic
scattering [6]. The bounds on the energy scales � of the contact interactions, typically
about 2 to 5 TeV for electrons [7] and above 1 TeV for quarks [8], can be transformed
into bounds on the radii of electrons and quarks only after the new strong coupling g� is
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�xed, R �
q
4�=g2��

�1. � values of more than 1 TeV correspond to radii R <� 6�10�17cm
within factors of three.

Assuming C;P invariance for the  couplings to fermions and CP invariance for the
Z;W couplings, the ; Z;W{fermion vertices� �� are parameterized by form factors, de-
pending on the momentum transfer q, in the following way:

�� = e0e

�
f� + i

�

2mF

���q�

�

�Z� =

vuutGFm
2
Z

2
p
2

�
vf� + i

�

2mF

v���q� � af�5

�

�W� =

vuutGFm
2
Wp
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(1 + 5)
�
f� + i

�

2mF

���q�

�
(1)

The form factors f reduce to unity and the couplings to the familiar values in the Standard
Model [e0e; v = 2I3 � 4e sin2 �w and a = 2I3] in the pointlike limit. For the CC processes
we take the neutrinos in the �nal state as purely left{handed particles [and the quarks,
too]. For the sake of simplicity we also assume the radius R to be universal for the weak
vector and axial{vector probesy so that the form factor is parameterized in the standard
way as

f = 1 + 1

6
R2q2 (2)

� is the anomalous magnetic dipole moment of the fermion F in units of the F Bohr
magneton e0e=2mF etc. For light (u; d) and s quarks we identify mq with the values � 4
MeV and 95 MeV, respectively, corresponding to the running current quark masses de�ned
at the scalemZ; for charm and bottom quarks we choose 0.7 and 3.0 GeV [11]. For complex
systems the magnitude of the anomalous magnetic dipole couplings is expected to be of
the spatial size of the system [3] so that � should scale with the F mass. Since dipole

linear F mass quadratic F mass

dependence dependence

� �1mFR (�2mFR)
2

�

2mF

1

2
�1R

1

2
mF (�2R)

2

Table 1: De�nition of the dimensionless parameters �1 and �2, assumed to be independent of

the fermion mass.

�
CP non{invariance of these interactions gives rise to electric dipole moments which have recently

attracted theoretical [9] and experimental attention [10].
yThe form factors f and the anomalous magnetic moments may depend, in principle, on the vector

bosons ; Z;W as well as on the fermion species.
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interactions ip the chirality of the states, � will scale quadratically with the F mass in
chirally symmetric theories [3]. Particularly in the latter scenario, the heavy fermions � ,
c, b [and t in the future [12]] are of special interest since the anomalous contributions
are enhanced by seven to eight orders of magnitude over the electron parameters. For
the linear and quadratic F mass scenarios we therefore de�ne two parameters �1 and
�2, as shown in Table 1, which are assumed to be independent of the fermion F mass.
The bounds derived for the electron radius Re from the measurements of the anomalous
magnetic moment �e correspond to the values �1;2 = 1 by de�nition. In high{energy
scattering experiments the particle radius R and the anomalous magnetic dipole moments
can be measured separately so that these two independent parameters can be disentangled.

2. e
+
e
� Annihilation and Z Decays

The cross section for the process e� + e+ ! F + �F is mediated by s{channel  and Z

boson exchange for F 6= e. Neglecting the fermion masses in a �rst step [see Ref.[12,13]
for mass corrections], the cross section can be written as an incoherent superposition of
the helicity cross sections �(e�i + e+j ! Fk + �Fl) with i; : : : = L;R:

d�

d cos �
=

4��2NC

3s

1

4

X
L;R

�klijf
kl
ij (cos �) (3)

s denotes the total energy squared and � the angle between the F momentum and the
e� beam axis; NC = 3 and 1 for quark and leptons, respectively. Vector/axial{vector
currents [V ] are helicity conserving while tensor currents [�] involving the anomalous
magnetic moments, ip the helicity so that we obtain the following angular distributions
for the annihilation/creation of fermion{antifermion pairs:

fklij (cos �) =

8>><
>>:

3

8
(1� cos �)2 for Ve � VF [hel(F ) = � hel(e�)]

3
8
sin2 � for Ve � �F and v.v.

3

8
cos2 � for �e � �F

(4)

The form of these coe�cients can easily be derived from angular momentumconservation.
Since vector/axial{vector currents couple the particles to spin{1 states polarized along the
ight direction, either backward or forward production is forbidden [equal and opposite
helicities in the initial and �nal states]. Since the spin currents � couple the particles
to spin Sz = 0 states, the spin of the intermediate ; Z bosons points into the direction
perpendicular to the fermion ight axes so that F production at 900 cannot occur in
this case. On the other hand, angular momentum conservation forbids non{zero values
of the V � � interference terms for forward and backward production since the spin Sz
would change along the beam axis by one unit without being balanced by orbital angular
momenta.
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Introducing the generalized charges, related to vector/axial{vector and spin currents,
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8
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(5)

with �L;R = v � a, the coe�cients �klij are given by

�klij =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

jQk
i j2f2e f2F for Ve � VF

jQ0
ij2f2e 1

4
(�F =mF )2s for Ve � �F

jQ0kj2 1
4
(�e=me)2sf2F for �e � VF

jQ00j2 1

16
(�e=me)2(�F=mF )2s2 for �e � �F

(6)

Non{zero radii and anomalous magnetic moments a�ect the total cross sections and
the angular distributions of the produced fermions.�

On top of the Z boson, three observables are of particular interest { the partial width
�(Z ! F �F ), the forward{backward asymmetry of the leptons/quark jets and the �F

parameter, de�ned by dN=d cos � � 1 + �F cos2 � + �F cos � and measuring the strength
of the longitudinal cross section. Deviations from the [improved] Born cross sections,
marked by the index B, may be expressed in terms of the electron and quark/lepton radii
RF and the anomalous moments �F in the following way [F mass terms included]:

�(Z ! F �F) = �B(Z ! F �F)
h
1 + 1

3
(mZRF )

2 + 3�1
i

AFB(F ) = AB
FB [1 + �2]

�F = 1 � 4�3 (7)

Additional information is provided by the left{right asymmetry for polarized electrons/po-
sitrons, as well as the LR asymmetry of the polarized � 's in the �nal state.

Ae = AB
e [1 + �4]

A� = AB
�

h
1 + 3

2
�5
i

(8)

�Note that �F =mF � R ormFR
2 does not rise with the inverse fermion mass so that the limitmF ! 0

can safely be applied everywhere, in particular for electrons.
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The coe�cients �i are given by

�1 = �F
n
1 + 1

24
�F (mZ=mF )

2
o
v̂2q

�2 = �F
n
1 � 3v̂2F � 1

8
�F (mZ=mF )

2
v̂2F

o
� 1

8
�2e (mZ=me)

2
v̂2e

�3 = �F
n
1 + 1

8
�F (mZ=mF )

2
o
v̂2F + 1

8
�2e (mZ=me)

2
v̂2e (9)

and, for the LR asymmetries,

�4 = �1

8
�2e (mZ=me)

2
v̂2e

�5 = ��
n
1 � 4v̂2� � 1

12
�� (mZ=m� )

2
v̂2�

o
(10)

with v̂2F = v2F=(v
2
F + a2F ) etc.

To give a avour of the sensitivity of e+e� collider data at the Z we base our eval-
uation on the averages of published data as summarized in [17]. We use the following
measurements as input to our �ts: The mass of the Z, MZ = 91:187 � 0:007 GeV,
the total width of the Z, �Z = 2:490 � 0:007 GeV, the hadronic pole cross section,
�0
h = 41:55 � 0:14 nb, the ratio of the hadronic partial width to the partial width for

Z decays into electron, muon and tau pairs, Re = 20:76 � 0:08, R� = 20:76 � 0:07 and
R� = 20:80�0:08, the forward{backward pole asymmetries for electrons, muons and taus,
A

0;e
FB = 0:0151�0:040, A0;�

FB = 0:0133�0:0026 and A
0;�
FB = 0:0212�0:0032, the integrated

tau polarization asymmetry, A� = 0:141� 0:021, the combination of the tau polarization
forward{backward asymmetry and the measurement of the left-right polarization asym-
metry at SLC, Ae = 0:161 � 0:012, the forward{backward pole asymmetries for b and c

quarks, A0;b
FB = 0:107�0:013 and A0;c

FB = 0:058�0:022 and the ratio of the partial width of
the Z for decays into b quarks to the hadronic partial width, �b�b=�had = 0:2210� 0:0029.

For the sake of simplicity we assume the radius R to be independent of the particle
species. For the evaluation of the Standard Model prediction we use the electroweak
library provided by the program ZFITTER [18]. The mass of the top quark mt is treated
as an additional free parameter. Also the strong coupling constant �s is treated as free
parameter within the limits �(m2

Z) = 0:123 � 0:006 [19]. As the results presented below
are not sensitive to a variation of the mass of the Higgs boson between 60 and 1000 GeV,
this unknown parameter has been �xed to mH = 300 GeV.

We �nd the values listed in Table 2 for the anomalous magnetic moments in the
linear and quadratic F mass scenarios. In the bottom part of the table we compare the
results with the corresponding bounds derived from the (g � 2) measurements [2]. The
Z decay data are all compatible with a vanishing fermion radius and with no anomalous
contributions to the magnetic moments.

The analysis of the heavy � �nal states is of special interest in this context [13{15].
Early PETRA data have been used [14] to constrain the anomalous magnetic dipole
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linear F mass quadratic F mass

dependence of � dependence of �

ZFF R = (0:0� 0:1) � 10�3 fm R = (0:0� 0:1) � 10�3 fm
�1R [fm] � �2R [fm] �

e (�0:4+1:1�0:2) � 10�2 (�0:2+0:5�0:1) � 10�5 1:3+0:3�2:8 (0:4+0:2�1:9) � 10�6
� (�0:4+1:0�0:3) � 10�2 (�0:4+1:1�0:3) � 10�3 (0:8+0:3�1:9) � 10�1 (0:7+0:6�3:4) � 10�4
� (0:4+0:3�0:7) � 10�2 (0:7+0:5�1:2) � 10�2 (0:2+0:1�0:5) � 10�1 (0:1+0:1�0:6) � 10�2
u; d (0:0� 0:6) � 10�3 (0:0 � 0:2) � 10�5 (0:0� 0:4) � 10�1 (0:0� 0:3) � 10�10
s (0:0� 0:6) � 10�3 (0:0 � 0:5) � 10�4 (0:0� 0:4) � 10�1 (0:0� 0:2) � 10�7
c (0:0� 0:2) � 10�2 (0:0 � 0:1) � 10�2 (0:0� 0:2) � 10�1 (0:0� 0:4) � 10�6
b (0:6� 0:5) � 10�3 (0:2 � 0:2) � 10�2 (0:6+0:2�0:5) � 10�2 (0:4+0:2�0:6) � 10�3
e�e � = (0:5� 0:3) � 10�10
��� � = (0:8� 1:1) � 10�8

Table 2: Bounds on the particle radius R and the anomalous magnetic moments �. Upper

part: bounds derived from LEP Z decays [�2=d:o:f: = 10=5]. Lower part: bounds from (g � 2)

measurements; they are de�ned by the di�erence between the theoretical and experimental average

values with their errors added in quadrature.

moment of the � to less than 0:014. A bound of 0:036 may �nally be obtained from 

radiation in � pair production of Z decays [15]. It is apparent from Table 2 that the
bound on the Z anomalous dipole moment is stronger than these estimates.

As expected, also the bounds on the anomalous magnetic moments of the light quarks
improve considerably compared to earlier evaluations of PETRA data [14,16]. The limits
on the anomalous magnetic moments of the heavy c; b quarks are much stronger than the
bounds obtained from the low{energy data.

3. Electron{Quark Scattering

3.1 NC Processes

The cross sections for electron{quark scattering e�
(�)
q ! e�

(�)
q at HERA energies are built{

up by photon and Z{boson exchanges. For large values of the momentum transfer, Q2 of
order 104GeV2, the Z{exchange contributions are of the same order as the  contributions.
Restricting ourselves to light quark targets, the cross section ep! eX can be decomposed
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into the following incoherent sum of helicity cross sections,

d�NC

dxdQ2
=

4��2

Q4

1

4

X
q

X
L;R

q(x;Q2)�klij f
kl
ij (y) (11)

(including quark and antiquark parton densities q). y denotes the usual energy transfer
variable pq=pke. De�ning the generalized charges for vector/axial{vector and spin currents
in the process e�i + qk ! e�j + ql as

Qk
i = eeeq +

GFm
2
Z

8
p
2��

�ie�
k
q

Q2

Q2 +m2
Z

for Ve � Vq

Q0
i = eeeq +

GFm
2
Z

8
p
2��

�ievq
Q2

Q2 +m2
Z

for Ve � �q

Q0k = eeeq +
GFm

2
Z

8
p
2��

ve�
k
q

Q2

Q2 +m2
Z

for �e � Vq

Q00 = eeeq +
GFm

2
Z

8
p
2��

vevq
Q2

Q2 +m2
Z

for �e ��q

(12)

the coe�cients �klij are given by

�klij =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

jQk
i j2f2e f2q for Ve � Vq

jQ0
ij2f2e 1

4
(�q=mq)2seq for Ve ��q

jQ0kj2 1
4
(�e=me)2seqf2q for �e � Vq

jQ00j2 1
16
(�e=me)2(�q=mq)2s2eq for �e � �q

(13)

where seq denotes the invariant energy squared of the eq subprocess. The y dependent
coe�cients are related to the scattering angle, y = (1 + cos ��)=2, in the (eq) c.m. frame,

fklij (y) =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

1 for Ve � Vq and equal e=q helicities

(1 � y)2 for Ve � Vq and opposite e=q helicities

y(1� y) for Ve � �q and v.v.

y2(1 � 1

2
y)2 for �e ��q

(14)

Switching from electrons to positrons or/and quarks to antiquarks, the helicity factors
f remain the same while the generalized charges of the antiparticles are to be identi�ed
with the negative charges of the particles, yet the helicity indices reversed. The �rst
two entries in eq.(14) are well{known consequences of angular momentum conservation
for helicity{conserving vector/axial{vector couplings. Since the spin couplings ip the
helicities, the interference term between V and � couplings must vanish for forward and
backward scattering; this condition is met by the coe�cient y(1 � y) = (1 � cos2 ��)=4.
Fierzing the ��� amplitude from t to s{channel exchange amplitudes results in a mixture
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of spin{0 and spin{1 amplitudes so that no simple angular pattern can be derived in this
case.

Note that the contributions due to the anomalous magnetic moments come with
characteristic y(1 � y) and y2(1 � 1

2
y)2 coe�cients which are di�erent from the famil-

iar [1 � (1 � y)2] coe�cients of the leading V;A currents and the y2 coe�cient of the
non{leading longitudinal structure function. Non{zero quark radii, on the other hand,
a�ect the Q2 dependence of the deep inelastic cross section in a characteristic way.

Assuming that the cross section d�(eP ! eX)=dQ2 can be measured at HERA with
an accuracy of order 1% for Q2 values of order 103 GeV2, the radius of the light quarks can
be limited to Rq

<� 10�16cm. Note that the  exchange dominates the cross section in this
Q2 range. This bound is therefore complementary to the bound extracted from Z decay
data, and can truly be associated with the quark radius. If the anomalous y dependent
terms can also be limited to a level of 1%, the �q parameter for quarks is restricted to
less than �q <� 10�4 for light quarks u; d.

3.2 CC Processes

The cross sections for the charged current processes e�
(�)
q ! (�)

�
(�)
q 0 can be written in a

similar compact form,

d�CC

dxdQ2
=

G2
F

2�

"
m2

W

Q2 +m2
W

#2X
q

X
L;R

q(x;Q2)�kLiL f
kL
iL (y) (15)

If only the left{handed neutrinos and �nal state quarks contribute to the coe�cients �klij
[j = l = L] of �(e�i qk ! �jq

0
l), we obtain

�kLiL =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

f2e f
2
q for Ve � Vq

f2e
1

4
(�q=mq)

2seq for Ve ��q

1

4
(�e=me)2seqf2q for �e � Vq
1
16
(�e=me)2(�q=mq)2s2eq for �e � �q

(16)

The y dependent coe�cients agree with the expressions in eq.(14).

First measurements of the CC cross section at HERA have been carried out recently
[20]. Bounds on the radii and the transition magnetic moments of the quarks from CC
processes are expected in the same range as for NC processes when the statistics at HERA
will grow in the years to come.
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4. Summa

R [fm] linear mass quadratic mass

dependence of � dependence of �

ZFF (0:0� 0:1) � 10�3 (0:0� 0:1) � 10�3
e�e (0:2� 0:1) � 10�7 (0:3� 0:1) � 10�2
��� (0:1� 0:2) � 10�7 (0:2� 0:1) � 10�3

Table 3: Bounds on the radii of the particles in the Standard Model, derived from the LEP Z

experiments and the (g � 2)e;� measurements. Bounds on anomalous magnetic dipole moments

are converted into bounds on radii R by setting �F = mFR and (mFR)
2 for the �rst and second

column, respectively. For the �t to the Z data �2=d:o:f: = 12=11.

We may summarize the results presented in the previous sections by setting �1 and �2 = 1
and converting the bounds on the anomalous dipole moments into bounds on the radius
R of the fermions. The results on R are collected in Table 3 for the high energy Z decay
experiments. They are compared with the values of R for electrons and muons derived
from (g � 2) experiments in the same way. In the quadratic F mass scenario the bounds
on the radii of leptons and quarks from Z decays are competitive with the bounds derived
from the (g � 2)� experiments. In this scenario fermions appear to have radii

R <� 10�17cm (17)

HERA is expected to set bounds of similar size on quarks and electrons in the electro-
magnetic and weak sectors separately.
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